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Aims of workshop

(1) Give some examples of the scientific applications of neutron total 
scattering

(2) Outline instrumentation requirements
(3) Give an overview of underlying scattering theory
(4) Explain the corrections that need to be applied to measured data
(5) Introduce methods that can be used to bring understanding of 

scattering data using atomistic models: Empirical Potential Structure 
Refinement (EPSR) and Reverse Monte Carlo (RMC) modelling



Instrumentation: Total scattering 
diffractometers at ISIS
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and noting that the relationship between the total scattering and coherent scattering cross
sections for each atomic species is closed by the the incoherent scattering cross section, �inc�scat

i ,
as:

�scat
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This separation of the scattering cross sections into coherent and incoherent contributions is
a specific characteristic of neutron scattering, and arises from the fact that it is important to take
into account the nuclei to nuclei variations in the scattering length associated with the nuclei
of each constituent atomic species. The coherent scattering is the scattering that comes from
the same nuclei assuming that the scattering cross section is related to the average scattering
length for each species, whilst the incoherent scattering comes from the random distribution of
the deviations of the nuclear scattering lengths from their mean value.

Obviously, the relationship between these atomic species cross sections and the total scat-
tering cross section measured in the scattering experiment is:

�scat
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Equations 27 and 29 can be rearranged to give the more familiar equation:
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and as it contains the primary structural information of interest, the second term in Equation
34 is often defined as F (Q); the interference di↵erential scattering cross section or the total-
scattering structure factor. This function is related to the total radial distribution function,
G(r), via the well known Fourier Transform:
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⇢0 is the atomic density of the system.
The final step in the analysis to extract structural information, F (Q), from the measured

di↵erential scattering cross section obtained in section 1.7 is thus to subtract the structureless
self scattering background contribution as:

F (Q) =
d�scat

s

d⌦
�

nX

i=1

cib2i (36)

and then Fourier transform the resulting F (Q) to give the total radial distribution function,
G(r). G(r) is then analysed in terms of the contributions from the specific site-site atomic pair
distribution functions gij(r) via:

G(r) =
nX

i,j=1

cicjbibj [gij(r)� 1] (37)

This latter step is best achieved through the use of atomistic computer simulation and refinement
methods.
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is calculated, only intermolecular terms will contribute. The intramolecular correlations will
appear in the gXH(r) and gXX(r) pair distribution functions and are weighted in the composite
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and where the summation is taken only over atoms in the same molecule, rij is the average
separation of atoms i and j and the standard deviation in this mean distance is given by �ij .
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Modelling: Turning total scattering data into scientific 
impact requires more than just a good diffractometer

Forces between atoms and molecules:
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Lorentz-Berthelot mixing rules for calculating σ and ε between different 
types of atom
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Part 1

The scattering experiment



Schematic of a neutron scattering measurement



Scattering probes a wide range of length scales



Crystalline solid Liquid Glass

Total scattering methods are widely applicable



Solid    è Liquid    è Glass



The radial distribution function



Part 2

Examples of application



The structure of glass and ceramic glazes
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Bulk structure of NaFeSi2O6 glass
C. Weigel, L. Cormier, L. Galoisy, G. Calas, D. Bowron and B.Beuneu

App. Phys. Lett. 89 (2006) 141911

EPSR refinement of NaFeSi2O6 glass neutron scattering dataInvestigating the incorporation of iron in FeNaSi2O6 glass

C. Weigel, L. Cormier, L. Galoisy, G. Calas, D. 
Bowron and B.Beuneu

App. Phys. Lett. 89 (2006) 141911



Investigating the incorporation of iron in FeNaSi2O6 glass

The contribution at around 1.892 Å in TFe!r" can be as-
signed to the mean Fe–O pair. It was fitted using one Gauss-
ian component !Table II", giving an average value of
CNFe–O=4.25: Fe is by a majority four coordinated, the re-
mainder being higher coordinated. The excellent resolution
obtained for T!r" on NFS-nat glass sample indicates that in
T!r" this contribution is asymmetric and it was fitted using
two Gaussian components at 1.866 and at 2.010 Å. The first
component is assigned to #4$Fe3+: the short distance 1.866 Å
is close to the one of #4$Fe3+ !Table III" and agrees with
previous x-ray absorption spectroscopy !XAS" data on the
same glass composition.18 Moreover, bond valence
calculations19 give dFe–O=1.865 Å for CNFe–O=4 compared
with 2.015 Å for CNFe–O=6. The second component corre-
sponds to five- or six-coordinated Fe3+ and to Fe2+ !%20%
total Fe". The lack of contribution beyond 2.10 Å indicates
the absence of #6$Fe2+.

In order to extract more structural information about the
iron site, the glass structure was simulated using the EPSR
code. This method allows one to develop a structural model
for a liquid or an amorphous solid for which diffraction data
are available. It consists in refining a Lennard-Jones 12-6
starting interatomic potential to produce the best possible
agreement between the simulated and the measured structure
factors.20 A cubic box of dimensions of 37.98 Å was built,
with the correct density and containing 400 Fe atoms, 400
Na atoms, 800 Si atoms, and 2400 O atoms. The reduced
effective charges and depths for the reference potential were
used for the simulations. Simulations were run at 1000 K.
The interatomic distances and coordination numbers found
with EPSR !Table II" are consistent with those deduced from
analysis of the total correlation functions. Iron is mostly four
coordinated !76% ±2% ". Among those 76%, the presence of
only 4.5% three-coordinated iron is an evidence of the small
distortion of iron sites, in agreement with the small ! value
found with the T!r"’s. The rest of Fe !24% ±2% " is five
coordinated and no higher coordination site is observed. The
value of 76% tetrahedral iron found with EPSR corresponds
to the first Gaussian component assigned to #4$Fe3+. Conse-
quently, the remainder Fe3+ and all Fe2+ are five coordinated.

EPSR simulations shed light on the existence of two
different populations of ferric iron: %95% of Fe3+ is four
coordinated, the rest being five coordinated. Two populations
were observed on XAS data4 for Fe3+ in a Na2O·2SiO2 glass
containing 3 wt % Fe2O3 with %70% #4$Fe3+, but authors
could not conclude about the coordination number of the
remainder. Considering Fe2+, #5$Fe2+ has already been ob-
served in silicate glasses,21,22 with &dFe2+–O'=2.00±0.02 Å,23

consistent with the present data.
In conclusion, this study shows the advantage of cou-

pling neutron diffraction data on oxide glasses with EPSR
simulations. The results indicate the presence of #4$Fe3+ !76%
total Fe" and of a second contribution corresponding to
#5$Fe3+ and #5$Fe2+ !4% and 20% total Fe, respectively". The

presence of a majority of #4$Fe3+ supports the modeling of
optical properties of silicate glasses in the near UV.1 More-
over, numerical simulations show the presence of both
#4$Fe–O–Fe and #4$Fe–O–Si bonds !Fig. 3": Fe3+ is distrib-
uted inhomogeneously in the network. Further work is in
progress to understand the chemical dependence of Fe3+

populations and the insertion of these sites in the medium
range structure of the glass.

The authors thank D. Neuville for help with chemical
analysis of iron redox. Thanks are due to CNRS/INSU for
funding the 57Fe isotopes. This is IPGP Contribution No.
2165.
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76% of total iron found as Fe3+ in tetrahedral sites
Remaining iron found in five-coordinate sites, 4% 
and 20% respectively for Fe3+ and Fe2+
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The structure of complex solvent media



ISOTOPIC
SUBSTITUTION

• Neutrons interact weakly with matter, interacting with only the nucleus
• Neutrons are sensitive to element and isotope

– X-ray scattering of elements depends on number of electrons

– Neutron scattering of elements varies across periodic table

x-ray

H D (2H) C Al Fe

n (bc)
(fm) -3.74 6.67 6.65 3.45 9.45

n (Ixs)
(barn) 80.27 2.05 0.001 0.0082 0.4

H/D isotopic substitution – a route to enhanced insight



The neutron’s view of hydrogen lets us….
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-veSee all the atoms

D.T.Bowron, J.L.Finney and A.K.Soper
J. Phys. Chem. B 102 3551-3563 (1998)



Only see the hydrogen atoms

The neutron’s view of hydrogen lets us….

D.T.Bowron, J.L.Finney and A.K.Soper
J. Phys. Chem. B 102 3551-3563 (1998)



Make the hydrogen invisible

The neutron’s view of hydrogen lets us….

D.T.Bowron, J.L.Finney and A.K.Soper
J. Phys. Chem. B 102 3551-3563 (1998)



6:1:2 tertiary butanol:water:cyclohexene
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240 (CH3)3COH molecules
40 H2O molecules

80 C6H10 molecules

D.T.Bowron and S. Diaz Moreno
JPC-B 109 16210-16218 (2005)



1,2 & 3 give cyclohexene-cyclohexene 
correlations

3,4 & 5 give tertiary butanol – tertiary
butanol correlations

3,7 & 8 give tertiary butanol and water
correlations

3 & 9 or 1 & 6 give hydroxyl hydrogen
and water hydrogen information
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6:1:2 tertiary butanol:water:cyclohexene
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Tertiary Butanol Water Cyclohexene

Mixing state of a 6:1:2 tertiary butanol-
water-cyclohexene solution

6:1:2 tertiary butanol:water:cyclohexene



The structure correlations in polymers



Total scattering – diffuse plus Bragg
Structural disordered in crystalline and partially crystalline systems is a growing area 
of interest. Examples include the correlations between polymer chains in materials 
such as PTFE (crystalline) and KelF (PCTFE) (disordered crystalline). 

A.K.Soper, K.Page and A.Llobet, J. Phys.: Condens. Matter 25 454219 (2013)
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Figure 1. (Colour online) Monomer (a) and oligomer (30 monomers) (b) of PTFE
used to construct the EPSR simulations. The monomer shows extra (sacrificial) carbon
atoms at each end: these are for the purposes of forming bonds between monomers
and are eliminated once the polymer is formed.

Data from LANSCE: HIPD & NPDF

A.K.Soper, K.Page and A.Llobet, 
J. Phys.: Condens. Matter 25 454219 (2013)
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2. (Colour online) L (left) and R (right) monomers (a) and oligomer (30
monomers) (b) of PCTFE used to construct the EPSR simulation box. In (b) the
monomers have joined together using a random sequence of L and R monomers. As in
Fig. 1 the monomers have extra (sacrificial) carbon atoms at each end: these are for
the purposes of forming bonds between monomers and are eliminated once the polymer
is formed.
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Figure 3. EPSR fit (line) to the total scattering data from PTFE (circles) measured
on HIPD. The 30-mer oligomer was used for this simulation. The inset shows the
region Q = 2−10Å−1. The Bragg calculation (equation (8) is joined to the local order
calculation at Q = 6.5Å−1 and Lorentzian broadening function (equation (7)) is set to
γ = 0.01Å−1.
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Figure 2. (Colour online) L (left) and R (right) monomers (a) and oligomer (30
monomers) (b) of PCTFE used to construct the EPSR simulation box. In (b) the
monomers have joined together using a random sequence of L and R monomers. As in
Fig. 1 the monomers have extra (sacrificial) carbon atoms at each end: these are for
the purposes of forming bonds between monomers and are eliminated once the polymer
is formed.
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Figure 3. EPSR fit (line) to the total scattering data from PTFE (circles) measured
on HIPD. The 30-mer oligomer was used for this simulation. The inset shows the
region Q = 2−10Å−1. The Bragg calculation (equation (8) is joined to the local order
calculation at Q = 6.5Å−1 and Lorentzian broadening function (equation (7)) is set to
γ = 0.01Å−1.

Data from LANSCE: HIPD & NPDF

A.K.Soper, K.Page and A.Llobet, 
J. Phys.: Condens. Matter 25 454219 (2013)
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(a)

(b)

Figure 10. (Colour online) Plots of the EPSR simulation box for PCTFE. (a) gives
the end-on view, looking down the c-axis (= polymer axis), while (b) shows the
sideways view along the a-axis and perpendicular to the c-axis. Note that in (b)
some translational motion of the polymer chains has occurred.
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Figure 6. (Colour online) Plots of the EPSR simulation box for PTFE. (a) gives the
end-on view, looking down the c-axis (= polymer axis), while (b) shows the sideways
view along the a-axis and perpendicular to the c-axis.
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Figure 6. (Colour online) Plots of the EPSR simulation box for PTFE. (a) gives the
end-on view, looking down the c-axis (= polymer axis), while (b) shows the sideways
view along the a-axis and perpendicular to the c-axis.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 10. (Colour online) Plots of the EPSR simulation box for PCTFE. (a) gives
the end-on view, looking down the c-axis (= polymer axis), while (b) shows the
sideways view along the a-axis and perpendicular to the c-axis. Note that in (b)
some translational motion of the polymer chains has occurred.A.K.Soper, K.Page and A.Llobet, 

J. Phys.: Condens. Matter 25 454219 (2013)



Interstellar Ice



Ice is thought to play an major role in 
astrophysical processes such as star formation

Ice in space forms as a 
porous amorphous solid and 

plays a role in promoting 
chemical reactions whilst 

also acting as a reservoir for 
trapping volatile gases

The collapse of interstellar gas clouds to form stars is governed by a 
balance between gravity and heat. Coolant gases moderate the kinetic 

effects of heat, via radiation, and act to promote cloud collapse. Porous ice 
is believed to help keep these gases present for longer periods of time.

It is important to know how pores in 
amorphous ice behave as a 
function of temperature.

Credit: NASA Credit: Helen Fraser



Neutron scattering from amorphous ice as it is warmed to 160K

C.Mitterdorfer, M.Bauer, T.G.A.Youngs, 
D.T. Bowron, H.J.Fraser, J.L.Finney and
T.Loerting PCCP 16 16013 (2014)



C.Mitterdorfer, M.Bauer, T.G.A.Youngs, 
D.T. Bowron, H.J.Fraser, J.L.Finney and
T.Loerting PCCP 16 16013 (2014)

Pore collapse is characterized by a continuous decrease in surface area 



Pore collapse rapidly transitions from a three 
dimensional pore to a two dimensional pore of smaller 

radius of gyration

C.Mitterdorfer, M.Bauer, T.G.A.Youngs, 
D.T. Bowron, H.J.Fraser, J.L.Finney and
T.Loerting PCCP 16 16013 (2014)



Pore collapse rapidly transitions from a three 
dimensional pore to a two dimensional pore of smaller 

radius of gyration

Rosetta: Comet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko
European Space Agency



The open question that remains to be addressed is
whether diffusive, translational motion is involved in
water’s glass transition. We have used small angle neutron
scattering to study c-ASW, which is slowly heated at
∼0.4 Kmin−1, and focus our attention on the structural
changes associated with the collapse of the network of
micropores in the ice as it warms. The advantage of this
experimental technique over calorimetry experiments done
in the past is that the competing endothermic and exother-
mic changes in the ice are not superimposed, so it allows
unprecedented insight into the molecular processes occur-
ring in the vicinity of Tg.
About 1 g of D2O-c-ASW was produced by slow water

vapor deposition onto a copper plate held at 77 K. Dosing
occurred in the line of sight mode (nonbaffled supersonic
flow) as described in our earlier work [24]. The sample was
characterized after recovery from the vacuum chamber,
showing it was free of contamination with crystalline ice
using x-ray diffraction and thermal analysis [24]. Nitrogen
adsorption BET isotherms at 77 K show the pores to be
micropores, i.e., of diameter d≤21 Å and total volume
≈0.17–0.21 cm3 g−1 [25]. Compared with the volume of
pore-free ASWof 1.08 cm3 g−1 the total volume fraction of
pores thus amounts to about 1=6 − 1=5. The recovered
samples were then stored under liquid N2, shipped (with
cryogenic containment) to the NIMROD instrument at
ISIS, and transferred into a null-scattering TiZr alloy cell,
all under liquid N2, as described in Ref. [24]. The sample
was then heated at ≈0.4 Kmin−1 from 77 to 144 K, with
four isothermal “pauses”: of 20 min at 93 K, 35 min at
117 K, 55 min at 136 K, and 68 min at 144 K. According to
calorimetric studies Tg;onset is directly dependent on the
heating rate, appearing at 124 K for heating rates of
0.17 Kmin−1 [8], 136 K for heating rates of 30 Kmin−1
[4–6], and 176 K for heating rates of 6 × 106 Kmin−1 [9].
Based on the rates used in our experiments, Tg;onset≈124 K.
Small angle neutron scattering is a nondestructive

method particularly suitable for the study of granular or
porous structures with dimensions between 10 and 1000 Å
[26]. The power of the near- and intermediate range
order diffractometer (NIMROD) is that it allows simulta-
neous observation of the mesoscale and intra- and inter-
molecular bonding. The broad peaks centered at 1.7 Å−1 in
Figs. 1(a)-1(c) are indicative of c-ASW. Below 144 K, no
signs of crystallinity were detected at Q > 1 Å−1, indicat-
ing that regardless of any other changes in the ice structure,
the intermolecular bonding remains amorphous through-
out. Crystallization was clearly detected a few minutes into
the isothermal pause at 144 K [see narrowing at 1.7 Å−1
and appearance of Bragg peaks in Fig. 1(d)]. The slope and
the shape of the small angle neutron signal at Q < 1 Å−1
can be used to investigate the properties of the ice on the
mesoscale. It is evident from Figs. 1(a)–1(c) that the
neutron scattering cross section is nonzero. Features
common to our earlier work (and described in detail

therein) [24] indicate our c-ASW sample is both granular
(the “slope”) and porous (the “hump”).
The raw data were analyzed using several approaches:

First, we used a model-free approach to extract specific
surface area (SSA) from the scattered intensity at small
angles (see Ref. [24]). Standard linear plots IðQÞ ×Qd

(with d equal to 2.5 or 3.0) versus Q show a “pseudopeak”
at the distances corresponding to periodic pore spacings of
≈70 Å [24]. These pseudopeaks can be seen clearly up to
120 K, but then progressively disappear between 120 and
135 K. Direct power-law fitting is used to extract the Porod
exponent β associated with the mass fractal dimension of
the material. Second, we tried to fit the data using models.

FIG. 1. Raw NIMROD neutron scattering data covering both
the mesoscale and molecular scale scattering cross sections
simultaneously. The evolution of the spectra is shown as a
function of (a), (c) temperature, heating at 0.4 Kmin−1 and
(b),(d) time, during an isothermal pause. The time-temperature
evolution (in approximately 1 K steps or 5 min intervals) is
indicated by the decreasing color scale of each plot.
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Whereas the Maxwell model assuming spherical pores
fails, the Guinier-Porod (GP) model fits the data well [24].
The fit parameters are attributed to the pore shape
(s parameter), pore-size (radius of gyration RG), and nature
of the interface between granules (dGP parameter). The
outcomes of these analyses are shown in detail in Fig. 2.
The parameters defining the ice structure can be broadly
divided into three regimes—the temperature range prior
to around 115 K where practically no changes occur,
115–144 K (the focus of the remainder of this Letter),
and crystallization at 144 K and beyond.
The shape of the pores is never spherical, but much

closer to cylindrical at 77–120 K, (s ≈ 1.5 [Fig. 2(d)]).
Beyond 121 K the pores progressively change shape: first
they shrink along one axis and develop to 2D lamellae
(s ¼ 2) and then they disappear by 136 K (s approaches 3).
Even from visual inspection a drastic height loss of the ice
sample can be noticed: the ice sample changes from
rugged, with protrusions of about 1 cm in length, to
smooth, with an overall thickness of a couple of mm.
Similar changes were monitored by optical interference
measurements [27]. Not only the pore shape, but also β
[Fig. 2(b)] and RG [Fig. 2(e)] remain approximately
constant at 77–120 K, even during the two “isothermal
pause” periods at 93 K and at 117 K. In other words, the
network of water molecules is translationally immobile
both during heating and isothermal annealing on a time
scale of hours at <120 K.
The SSA does not decrease at 80–120 K, but remains

either constant or increases slightly with temperature. Both
of the latter scenarios are consistent with the uncertainties
related to the IðQÞ ×Q4 analysis. One way to account for a
SSA increase would be if pore clustering occurs in the ice,
leading to larger (internal) pore surface areas in addition to
the ice interface to the vacuum. Such a pore clustering was
inferred by positron-annihilation spectroscopy [28]
and recent kinetic Monte Carlo ice simulations [29]. Our
c-ASW ice sample, however, exhibits no pore
clustering—the pore shape, the radius (RG), and periodic
spacings between pores all remain constant. Likewise,
neither dGP or β are changing at 80–120 K. Thus, the
SSA either remains constant at 80–120 K or increases
slightly due to the overall expansion of the bulk icy
material. The main difference to other experiments
[27,30–32] showing a continual decrease in SSA with
temperature is their deposition mode for ASW samples,
which is more akin to the “baffled” flow conditions used in
our earlier work. Using baffled deposition we also saw the
decrease of SSA with temperature [24]. The major differ-
ence between “nonbaffled, supersonic” flow conditions
used here and baffled flow was explained in Ref. [33].
On the mesoscale our samples drastically change above

121 K, and such changes occur prior to, and independently
of, the amorphous to crystalline phase change. In all data,
Figs. 2(a)–2(e), it is clear that significant changes are

FIG. 2. Evolution of the key structural parameters derived
from the neutron scattering differential cross section data with
temperature. Isothermal stopping points are indicated by gray
lines at 92, 117, 136, and 144 K, with the isothermal pause
given alongside each line in minutes. (a) Specific surface
area calculated from the plateau in IðQÞ ×Q4 vs Q. (b) Porod
β parameter, determined from the low Q region at Q ¼
0.02–0.03 Å−1 where IðQÞ ¼ D ×Qβ, indicating the size,
shape, and surface roughness of the granular scattering material.
(c) Guinier-Porod d parameter, calculated from the Guinier
Porod fits to the data between around Q ¼ 0.045–0.2 Å−1,
describing the internal surface roughness of the pores, where
d ¼ 3 indicates a rough surface and d ¼ 4 indicates that the
surface is smooth, on this length scale. (d) GP s parameter,
representing the geometry of the pores, where s ¼ 0 ¼ sphere,
s ¼ 1 ¼ cylinder, s ¼ 2 ¼ platelets; and s → 3 as the pore
collapses and disappears. (e) GP radius of gyration Rg and (f)
periodic spacing between pores, as calculated from in IðQÞ ×Qd

vs Q (where d ¼ 2.5 or 3).
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Kinetic studies show that diffusive motion in porous ASW starts at 121K 

C.R.Hill, C.Mitterdorfer, T.G.A.Youngs, 
D.T.Bowron, H.J.Fraser and T.Loerting
Phys. Rev. Lett. 116 215501 (2016)
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Summary: Issues we will aim to highlight in this workshop

Issue 1: The diversity of science that can be probed using neutron total 
scattering and PDF methods

Issue 2: Key aspects of the instrumentation that is required to make the 
measurements

Issue 3: The analysis methodologies that are required to extract the 
scientific information in the measured data.

Issue 4:  Structure refinement of liquid and disordered materials data using 
atomistic models



Empirical Potential Structure Refinement Workshop 2017
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A two-day course providing

An introduction to liquids and disordered materials structure refinement
Basic training in EPSR25 and EPSRgui
Examples of application to glasses, liquids and complex systems
Training in a range structure characterization tools:

Radial Distribution Functions
Coordination Numbers
Bond Angle Distributions
Spatial Density Functions
Orientational Correlation Functions
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